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1. Introduction  

  

Recent years, nanotechnology is applied in various research fields, such as medical care 

biotechnology, and electronics. Important building block for nanotechnology is carbon nanotubes  

(CNTs). Potential applications of CNTs are the electrode for fuel cells, carriers for the drug 

delivery system (DDS) and so on.  

Suitably modified CNT acquired biocompatibility, and it is possible to penetrate into cell [1]. 

For example, CNTs modified with hydroxy group and carboxyl group are biocompatible, and they 

are able to penetrate into cells. CNT is capable of entrapping drug molecules in its  interior thanks 

of its hollow structure. Therefore,  CNT has attract attention as a  material that can be applied to 

DDS. CNT with large inte rnal diameter facilitate the entry of substances into its  interior.  

Plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) apparatus for carbon nanostructure 

synthesis had been developed using surface wave microwave plasma sources. In the apparatus, 

coaxial-type open-ended quartz disc cavity is used as the plasma source [2 ]. 2.45 GHz microwave 

is introduced from the aperture into the deposition chambe r. The plasma parameters can be 

changed by the aperture size. In this study, we investigate the effect  of the plasma source on 

grown CNTs aiming at the synthesis of CNTs with large  internal diameter. 

 

 

2. Experimental 

 

We used two different surface wave microwave plasma sources; i.e., a disk type (DT), and a 

holey-plate type (HP) ones. DT source has a single aperture. The open diameter is 52 mm. HP has 

multiple apertures. The number and diameter of apertures are, respectively 37 and 5 mm. We 

characterised the microwave propagations and plasmas generated by DT and HP sources by 

computational simulation, optical emission spectroscopy (OES), and Langmuir probe 

measurement (LPM). CNTs were grown on a catalyst -coated substrate, which has a buffer layer of 

Al2O3  on top of Si substrate. Catalytic iron nanoparticles with average diameter of 4 nm were 

drop-coated on Al2O3 /Si substrate. The conditions of PECVD are as follows; substrate heating 

temperature of 750 oC, total gas flow rate of 100 sccm, process gases of H 2  and CH4 , CH4  

concentration (C) of 20% - 80%, microwave power of 350 W, reaction chamber pre ssure of 133 Pa, 

growth time of 10 min, and distance between quartz disk and substrate ( D) of 35 mm - 115 mm. 

The grown CNTs were characterized by a scanning electron microscope, transmission electron 

microscope. 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Results and discussion 

 

 

Based on OES and LPM and computer simulation, we successfully characterised plasma 

generated by DT and HP source. Emission intensities of active species were strongly dependent 

on D regardless of sources and other plasma generation condition. In addition emission intensity 

ratio changed with the conditions like C. CNTs growth was also dependent on the  conditions like  

D and C. Conditions under which CNT generates is  DT, D 35 mm –  115 mm, C  50% and 80%. 

However, CNTs could not be generated when HP.  CNTs of large inner diameter and small outer 

diameter is a condition DT, D 115mm, C 80%. Diameter of the CNTs of the generation conditions 

DT, D 115mm, C 80% is the following;  average outer diameter is 5.5 nm, average inner diameter 

is 3.04 nm. 

CNTs were not generated when the C 2  radical optical emission analysis intensity is low. 

Therefore, we speculate that C 2 radical affects the generated of CNT. C2  radicals has been 

reported to be involved in the deposition of graphite [3 ].  

 

 

4. Summary 

  

We have generated CNTs by changing the plasma source and the C and D. The plasma of the 

various states by changing the plasma source and the D and C were able to be generated. The 

decrease in the emission peak intensities was the attenuation of the same as an electric field 

distribution simulation. Emission peaks of CH, H 2 , C2 , Hα, CH4  radicals could be detected in the 

spectrum by OES. Also, relative intensity of the optical emission analysis of HP is smaller than 

the DT. 

Conditions under which CNT genera tes is DT, D 35 mm –  115 mm, C 50% and 80%. However, 

CNTs could not be generated when HP. CNTs suitable for DDS carrier should have large inner 

diameter and small outer diameter. CNTs of large inner diameter and small outer diameter is a 

condition DT, D 115mm, C 80%. Diameter of the CNTs of the generation conditions DT, D 

115mm, C 80% is the following;  average outer diameter is 5.5 nm, average inner diameter is 3.04 

nm.  

We compared the diameter of CNTs and active species of plasma. CNTs were not generated when 

the C2  radical optical emission analysis intensity is low. Therefore, we speculate that C 2  radical 

affects the generated of CNT. In the future, we speculate that there is a possibility of controlling 

the structure of the CNTs by changing the C2  radical of the plasma. 
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